Why use WizFolio
A simple way to organize references
Organize your references with folders and preview
bibliographic information all in a single page.
You hate manual data entry. So do we.
Just key in a minimal amount of information
(e.g., partial title, name of author) and WizFolio
retrieves the matching bibliographic data for you.

WizCite — a true collaborative tool
Using WizCite, multiple users can cite in a single
document and collect references from the
document’s bibliography.
WizAdd — grabs anything from the Web
WizAdd grabs bibliographic data from webpage
into your WizFolio account. You can even capture
text, images, links, and embedded flash videos!

Import references from Clipboard
Copy a huge list of references to the clipboard, and Share with colleagues
their full bibliographic data goes to your collection
Simply drag and drop your colleague into the folder
in a flash.
and start sharing your references, annotated PDF
files and even citation styles.
Locate PDFs faster and better than before
Click on "Locate PDF" to quickly locate the PDFs of Continue using your current collections
your references, and easily integrate your
Switching from other software to WizFolio is easy
institution library settings into WizFolio to retrieve
and seamless. Export your current collections to
an .ris file and import it into WizFolio.
subscription-based articles.
Obtain bibliographic data from PDF
Upload your PDFs and WizFolio will attempt to
locate the bibliographic data.

Say goodbye to endless updates
Because WizFolio is a web-based application,
there’s no need to update your software ever. We
do it all for you.

Library Resources Integration
WizFolio can be integrated with your existing institutional library resources.
These integrations will make WizFolio a natural extension of your library resources for your students and
staff.

Training & Support
Our team of Product Specialists is available to help you implement WizFolio at your institution, as well
as technical support and training materials for successful adoption of WizFolio.
Contact us (techsupport@wizfolio.com) today to find out how to implement WizFolio for your institution.
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